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Prague
Overview
Prague is understandably becoming one of Europe's most popular tourist destinations. The capital of the Czech
Republic, Prague is situated in the heart of the country astride the Vltava (Moldau) River, and has a reputation as
one of the most beautiful cities in Europe.
The city dates back hundreds of years and has a rich architectural heritage, ranging from Romanesque and Gothic
to Renaissance and Baroque, which is remarkably well preserved having survived the Second World War fairly
untouched. Unsurprisingly, the historic city centre, with its maze of cobbled streets, countless old churches and
courtyards, was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1992.
The city represents a unique collection of historical monuments. These are dominated by Prague Castle which
towers above the city, a specimen of all artistic styles and movements. The city’s historical centre is situated on
both banks of the Vltava and consists of 6 formerly independent urban units which were unified in the 18th
century. These include Stare Mesto (Old Town), Josefov (the preserved part of the former Jewish Town - today a
part of the Old Town), Nove Mesto (New Town), Mala Strana (Lesser Town), Hradcany and Vysehrad. Naturally,
most of the historical monuments, museums and galleries are concentrated right there.
In 2000 Prague was chosen as a European City of Culture and there is much to see and do. The city is best
explored on foot and the Old Town is home to many of the most prominent attractions and best shopping
locations, offering a fine selection of crafts and glass.
Wenceslas Square is the centre of modern Prague and the site of the demonstrations that led to the overthrow of
Communism. Nearby is the Lucerna Passage, a pedestrian complex running under the Lucerna Palace, which is
home to theatres and cafes.
Prague offers an abundance of hospitality. Restaurants offer both international and national cuisine in a range of
prices including specialist fish, venison, vegetarian and kosher restaurants. There are wine-bars, beer halls, coffee
lounges, internet cafés, confectioneries, tea-rooms and night-clubs with a variety of entertaining programmes.
Exploring the culture and style of country is often best done via its culinary offerings. Czech cuisine is highly
appreciated by a majority of visitors. It features plenty of classical dishes, such as pork with sauerkraut and
dumplings, sirloin of beef, tomato, dill, mushroom and other sauces with dumplings and beef, or schnitzel with a
special potato salad, roasted pork knuckle, or perhaps yeast fruit dumplings strewn with cottage cheese and sugar.
There are also many regional specialities including various potato and mushroom dishes as well as desserts, such
as famous Bohemian and Moravian cakes.
In Prague a good dinner must be accompanied by the Czech national drink – beer. First among the world
renowned beers is Pilsner, brewed in Plzen, the city in Western Bohemia. But many other excellent light and dark
beers are also available. These include Budvar, Radegast, Gambrinus, Smíchovské, Kozel, Bernard, Krusovice
and many other brands. The fine of delicious Czech and Moravian wines is excellent. Whilst it’s traditional for
men to visit picturesque beerhouses, and for women indulge in confectioneries with a rich selection of sweet
desserts and fine coffees, both men and women enjoy the stylish selection of wine bars. The price of restaurants
and bars differs depending on type, standard or location of the establishment.

Places to Visit
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Prague Castle
Perhaps the city's most popular attraction, Prague Castle can be seen from practically anywhere in the city. It is
the original seat of the Czech princes and kings and became a presidential residence in 1918. The castle's vast
complex covers some 45 hectares and contains beautiful gardens, 3 courtyards and fortifications. The most
famous attraction is the Gothic St Vitus Cathedral, the construction of which was begun in 1344 but not
completed until 1929. Other buildings that are open to the public include the Old Royal Palace, St. Wenceslas'
Chapel and St. Vojtech's Chapel.

Mala Strana
Perhaps the most picturesque district in Prague Mala Strana has many narrow streets that are well worth
exploring. The area contains a number of Renaissance and Baroque churches and palaces such as the Vallenstein
Palace, the Church of St. Nicholas and the Church of Our Lady Victorious.

The Charles Bridge
Connecting the Old Town to the Lesser Town, The Charles Bridge has become a traditional meeting place. Street
performers can be found entertaining the crowds and a variety of stalls sell trinkets and handicrafts.

The Loreta Church
A short walk west of the district of Hradcany is The Loreta Church. It was built between 1626 - 1750, in the
baroque style, and is a fascinating place to visit. The treasury on the first floor is home to some beautiful religious
items including a valuable monstrance, decorated with thousands diamonds.

The Old Town Square
Largely given over to pedestrians, The Old Town Square is home to numerous restaurants and cafes that spill out
onto the pavement during the summer. The square is surrounded the Old-Town Hall, which was constructed in
1338, and the Church of Our Lady of Tyn, with its two 70 meter towers.

The Old Jewish Quarter
Home to Europe's largest working synagogue. The Pinkas Synagogue, with its memorial to Holocaust victims, is
also worth visiting as is the Spanish synagogue, which shows a plotted history on Jews since the emancipation.

Petrin Hill
The hill offers a wonderful panoramic view of the city and can be climbed on foot or by taking the funicular
railway. You can also climb Petrin Tower, which is a 62m copy of the Eiffel Tower built for the Prague
Exposition in 1891.

St Nicolas' Church (Chram Sv. Mikulase) on Malostranske namesti
Built in the period 1704-55, St Nicolas' Church is the most significant historical structure of the so-called Prague
Baroque. Its tower offers a beautiful view over the Lesser Town, as well as a permanent exhibition called the
Music of Prague Choirs, which commemorates an important musical tradition of the city and its churches.
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Church of Our Lady of Victory - the Prague Bambino
An early baroque building from the year 1611, 1634 - 1669 Church of Our Lady of Victory was rebuilt by the
Carmelite Order. The church is world-famous for the Prague Bambino - Infant Jesus wax figure, which was
presented to the church by Polyxena of Lobkowicz (1628).

Loreta
A Marian pilgrimage place with a copy of the Italian Santa Casa including the baroque Church of the Nativity of
Our Lord. The site is encircled by a cloister and chapels and the spire houses a carillon which consists of 27
Loreta bells tuned to a Marian song, “We Greet You a Thousand Times” playing every hour from 09:00 to 18:00.
The most valuable item of the liturgical treasury is the so-called Loreta Treasure.

Ctenice Castle
The Ctenice Castle is a unique monument in the belt of Gothic forts around Prague. First museum of carriages
was opened here holding a permanent exhibition of ancient equipages, flies, stage-coaches and other historical
carriages.

Ghosts
With all of Prague's Gothic forts and castles, the door is open for tales of ghosts, spectres and spirits. The
television series “Most Haunted Live 2010 : Gothic Prague – Evil Within” visited the city in early 2010 to try to
prove or dis-prove the occurrence of Prague's supernatural residents.

Regular Events
January - Prague Winter Festival
In the first week of January, Prague hosts its world famous Winter Festival. The festival runs for five days and
gives culture lovers a chance to experience classical music, ballet and opera performances at some of the city’s
most breathtaking venues.

February - Masopust
Masopust is the Czech Mardi Gras Festival and one of the most anticipated events of the year. Lasting a number
of days, the flamboyant celebration features colourful parades, costume balls, music and merriment throughout the
city.

March - Easter Markets
Easter in Prague is a big celebration full of festivities that showcase the best of the city’s traditional food and
handicrafts. Visitors can enjoy browsing one of numerous markets, the most famous of which is located in the Old
Town Square.

April - One World Film Festival
One World is a documentary film festival that explores issues surrounding the environment, foreign policy and
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human rights. Visitors have chance to catch thought provoking films by up and coming film producers, and join
discussion forums at various venues.

May - Prague Spring International Music Festival
Each spring Prague holds one of Europe’s largest classical music festivals. Lasting for almost three weeks, the
event showcases exceptional performances by solo artists, symphony orchestras and chamber music ensembles.

June - Prague Writer’s Festival
Prague Writers Festival is one of the most notable literary events in Europe. The festival brings together writers
and artists from across the world to share, discuss and celebrate the written word.

July - Karlov Vary International Film Festival
July brings the annual Karlov Vary International Film Festival, one of the oldest film festivals in the world. The
event presents a dazzling array of international films and attracts a number of celebrity actors, film directors and
screenwriters.

August - Dvorak Prague Festival
Each year Prague musicians gather together to celebrate the life and works of composer Antonin Dvorak. Visitors
can enjoy a series of performances of his most famous compositions, alongside music by other masters such as
Mozart and Strauss.

September - Prague Autumn Festival
A two week long classical music extravaganza, The Prague Autumn Festival invites visitors to spectacular
performances by European orchestras, choirs and soloists.

October - International Jazz Festival
Prague’s International Jazz Festival features an eclectic mix of jazz music from trios, soloists and big bands. A
must for jazz lovers, the event showcases an impressive line up of established and up and coming talent.

November - Festival Alternativa
Established ten years ago, Prague’s award winning Festival Alternativa is now one of Europe’s most important
events for promoting alternative music. In addition to experimental musical performances, the event also includes
exhibitions, discussion forums and film presentations.

December - Christmas Market
Prague Christmas markets are among the best in Europe, the biggest of which is found in the city’s Old Town
Square. A magical place to do some last minute shopping, visitors can also enjoy listening to traditional music and
sampling seasonal foods.

Getting Around
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Buses and Trams
Prague has an extensive fleet of buses and trams that traverse the city and surrounding suburbs.
Operated by Dopravní podnik hlavního město Prahy, visitors can obtain detailed maps, directions and tickets from
information offices located in the Airport and at Metro Stations. 24 hour, 3 day or 5 day tickets are available, and
allow visitors unlimited travel on all public transport for the selected time period. Remember to validate your
ticket before boarding.
Long distance buses arrive and depart from Florec Bus Station, with services to many regional destinations and
major European cities. Tickets can be purchased at the terminal building or via contacting the bus companies
(Student Agency and Megabus) directly.

Metro
Prague metro system with its comprehensive network and reliable service is a great way of getting around the city.
Numerous lines connect 50 stations throughout the city centre, with trains running every few minutes. Operating
from 5.00am through to 12.00am the metro system is by far the most convenient mode of transport, but be aware
it can get busy during rush hour. Tickets can be bought from manned booths on the station concourse, or from
automatic kiosks.

Trains
Most trains arrive and depart from Praha-hlavní nádraží train station, located three blocks northeast of Wenceslas
Square. The station offers daily services to all of the Czech Republic’s major cities and other European
destinations such as Berlin, Budapest, and Vienna. Tickets for domestic and International trains can be purchased
from any station.

Taxi
There are many official taxis that operate throughout Prague and can be hailed on the street, but it is often a better
idea to pre-book by telephone or via a hotel. Be sure to only use licensed vehicles that display a phone number
and company logo on the outside of the car. Predominantly operated by large companies, vehicles are usually
fitted with meters – just make sure they are switched on before you set off. It is common for visitors to be
overcharged, so ask at your hotel for a guide to what a fair price should be.
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Local Services
Accountants
NETAX
NETAX offers a completely new concept of an external accounting firm where clients have the ability to actively connect to their accounting
data and can also directly use it. This way they can control the documents and also see the actual results.
The scope of our services is very variable - from complete accounting processing and payroll, tax management and business administration up
to consulting on business plan preparation and controlling. We can propose monthly reports on financial data and KPI’s, and in cooperation
with client we will evaluate the performance of business plan with actual results and try to explain the differences.
Our advantages:

Innovation
Experienced team
Safety and security
Cost effectiveness

Our goal is to provide clients with the same or higher comfort as if they would have their internal accounts and to provide them with
up-to-date information. The system is designed so that the client does not need any software, just a regular internet connection through which a
VPN (Virtual Private Network) is set up and the connection is made. Of course, NETAX archives the processed data and assumes full
responsibility for them with regular back-up.
Address: Uruguayska 416/11
120 00 Praha 2
Tel: +420 724 868 207
Web: netax.com

Business Centre
Chronos Business Centre
Business Centre CHRONOS is an experienced provider of serviced office space, virtual office solutions and meetings rooms in Prague. With
the 20 years of practice CHRONOS is the longest operating Business Centre in the Czech Republic. We do operate two centers on Wenceslas
Square, Prague 1, therefore we are able to offer prestigious addresses in Prague City Centre.
The objective of our Business Centre is to provide the complete administrative support conducive to our clients to save their costs and time, to
be more flexible, to operate their businesses in the Czech Republic most effectively. We have over 200 foreign and Czech clients currently
using our services.
BC CHRONOS offers the complete range of office services, such as fully-equipped, ready-to-use office space on flexible terms, virtual
offices, company registration, legal and notary services, accountancy services and tax advice, marketing services, conference and events
management and other services upon client requests. We utilize highly qualified, multilingual staff fluent in English, German, Russian and
French. We provide professional services, complete flexibility at advantageous prices that can fit any budget.
BC Chronos is a proud member of the World Alliance Business Centre Network.

Address: Václavské náměstí 66
110 00 Prague 1
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 - 296 348 111
Email: lucie.petrechova@chronos-bc.cz
Web: www.chronos-bc.cz
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City Tours
CK BEST TOUR Praha s.r.o
Best Tour Ltd.cooperates on the Czech market since 1997 and guarantees the lowest prices on the Czech market.Our special offer is
sightseeings from14 EUR and transfer from the airport to Prague´s hotel only 16 EUR!
Best Tour is specialized for providing sightseeing tours, excursions, boat trips and package holidays. We can also provide any tour or special
programme by your request. We are able to provide the guide services in any language you want. We provide also transfers
airport-hotel-airport to any hotel and transfers to the other towns in the Czech Republic or to the towns of neighbouring countries,
accommodation in a wide range of prices and much more, practically everything what our client would like to get.
Our catalogue can give you lots of suggestions how to spend a wonderful time in our country. We are always here for you (24 hours service).
Our team realizes a resolution "NOBODY DOES IT BETTER - DO EVERYTHING FOR OUR CLIENT´S SATISFACTION".
We are looking forward to your visit and believe that it will be a pleasant time for you.
Address: Voctářova 261
180 00 Praha 8
Email: BESTTOUR@BESTTOUR.CZ
Web: www.BESTTOUR.CZ

Clubs
Karlovy Lazne
Karlovy Lazne is the largest facility of its kind in Central Europe, thanks to its five music clubs on five floors and have become the most
visited dance club in the Czech Republic.
MUSIC CAFE FLOOR
This floor is designed in the style of the “main flow.” The music café is dominated by the video floor, which serves as a dance floor. Internet
lovers can surf the net here for free.
DISCOTHEQUE FLOOR
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The floor is dedicated to dance music and its light and sound effects have also been adapted to this style. You will find a video wall here, an
interactive wall and numerous other effects.
KALEIDOSKOP FLOOR
The floor is devoted to the oldies. You will feel like you are in “Saturday night fever.” Go back in time to the days of Elvis, Marilyn,
Beatles…
PARADOGS FLOOR
You will bob to the rhythm of R’N’B and hip hop on this floor. Stylish seating arrangement, light walls…”Shake your ass”
CHILL OUT FLOOR
Place where you will go after you visit all of the other floors. This floor is dedicated to chill out music and thus “rest and relaxation.” Just sit
back and relax!
Address: Novotneho Lavka 5
Old Town, Prague 1
Czech Republic
Web: www.karlovylazne.cz

Dentists
DENTYL
is well established dental clinic in Prague
Vinohrady, favorite residential area, with great atmosphere and excellent public transport access [tube,tram]
is very modern and friendly with ever so helpful english speaking staff.
is able to provide theirs patients with premium quality care for reasonable price, using latest technologies, techniques and materials
can offer all sorts of procedures f.e. dental hygienist treatment [cleaning, scaling, air flow], aesthetic fillings, root canal treatment,
veneers, crowns, bridges, dentures, implants, tooth whitening and dental jewelry.
can promise that all services are provided by qualified, experienced professionals [dentists, hygienists] who are continuously developing
and updating there knowledge and skills.
will give you 2 years guarantee for all products and services
looks forward to your initial assessment appointment where we will provide you with treatment plan, quotation and time schedule,
should your treatment will require any.

So, if you need a dentist on your holiday, keep our number on hand as Charles Bridge looks so much better without toothache.
Address: Americká 36
120 00 Praha 2
Tel: +420 222 520 749
Email: info@dentyl.cz
Web: www.dentyl.cz

Prague Center of Dental Implantology
Our private dental practice was estabilished in year 1992. We strted just in the center of the city of Prague. In 2006 we moved to the quiet
residental area very close to Prague Airport.
From the very begining we have been specialized in the area of dental implantology.
Especially Dr.Vladimir Zábroský reached many succeses in thes area. He started with dental implants in 1990, at this time as a teacher at the
III.Dental Clinic of Prague Charles University. He introduced the Swiss Straumann Dental Implants into Czech Republic. In 1994 he helped to
estabilished the Czech Club of Dental Implatology.
We use the latest dental techniques and state-of the-art equipment.
As a private multi speciality group practice, we are able to offer comprehensive care in one location, with special emphasis on Esthetic and
Implant Dentistry including:
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Cleaning, polishing, fluoride treatments
Digital X rays
Tooth whitening
Endodontics for root treatment
Periodontics to restore healthy gums
Prosthodontic for crown, bridges and dentures
Dental implants for missing teeth
Oral surgery and extractions

You can find us on the address:
Address: Na Okraji 331/45B.
Prague 6
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 271 722 258
Email: info@pcdi.cz
Web: www.pcdi.cz

MUDR. Sieglova Dana
Company profile coming soon.
Address: Soukalova 3355
Praha 4
Prague
Tel: 00420 2417 65119
Email: sieglova@volny.cz
Web: www.zubnipece.cz

Language Services
MEDIA MARKET s.r.o.
MEDIA MARKET s.r.o. has been in the translation and interpreting business since 1991. We provide comprehensive services that include
technical and notarized translations, consecutive and simultaneous interpreting, and stylistic and grammatical proofreading to and from most
commonly used languages.
Our mission is to provide high-quality services capable of meeting the exacting demands of domestic and international clients. Our priority is
to ensure customer satisfaction and establish long-term partnerships.
OUR SERVICES INCLUDE

Translation
Notarized translation
Large-scale translation projects
SW localization
DTP
Consecutive interpreting
Simultaneous interpreting
Informative interpreting
Interpreting equipment rental

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH US
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an experienced team of translators and interpreters bound by non-disclosure agreements
short delivery times
use of professional translation software (CAT tools – Trados, Transit, Idiom, Passolo, Catalyst, etc.)
discounts for large projects and long-term projects with the possibility of using CAT tools, and discounts for repetitions in texts
no extra charges for expertise or for express delivery during the working day
we will collect your text in any commonly used format and return a translation in the original or any other commonly used format

We are ISO 9001 certified since 2007.
Address: Petržílkova 2565/23, 158 00 Praha 5
Tel: +420 222 317 669
Email: media.market@mem.cz
Web: www.mem.cz

ARTEC Translation
Translation & Localization Services for Business Customers
We offer
High quality of work, terminological consistency of translated materials, and a professional approach.
Experience - ARTEC Translation has been on the Czech market since 1992.
Maximum use of modern translation tools and internet based procedures, minimizing unproductive costs, and creating permanent teams of
translators specialized in the fields required by individual clients.
Price optimization using the most suitable structure of translation stages and individual activities for our client.
Project & glossary managements, DTP, printing and other services.
Translation outsourcing.
About us
Usual clients: International companies (with long-term partnership)
Usual translation jobs: Team translations or localizations from English into Czech using a translation tool (CAT) with general proof requiring
project and glossary managements
Usual sources: electronic files (e.g. GUI and help/documentation)
Maximum volume (of translations): about 100 000 words per week
Final unit price: about 2.5 CZK per source word
Reference
Please feel free to contact us for any information you need, we will be glad to personally send you our references, answer your questions, or
provide test translations, and an individual price offer.
We look forward to welcoming you
Zdenek Willmann
Manager
Address: Kvetoslavova 241/13
Prague 10 - Dubec
107 00 Czech Republic
Tel: +420 242 481 201
Email: artec@artec.cz
Web: www.artec.cz

Legal Services
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Bubník Myslil & Partners, attorneys at law
We are international oriented law firm with specialization in real estate, set up of companies, foreign investments, international transactions,
acquisitions of companies, litigation, arbitration, franchising, labor law, transport, logistic and contractual laws and related area for business.
We can help you to buy your flat or house, start your business, advice on local law, draft agreements and contracts.
Our clients are international companies as well as start-up companies and natural persons.
We work in Czech, English, German and Slovak language. We are member of the international network of independent law firms TAGlaw
(see: www.taglaw.com).
Our advantage is professional and fast legal assistance, flexible approach and satisfied client.
Address: Národní street 32
110 00 Prague 1
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 224 947 317
Email: info@bmpartners.cz
Web: www.bmpartners.cz

JUDr. Anna Márová, Attorney-at-Law
Office Profile
The Law office was established in 1995. The service is provided in all branches of law, enabling our clients, esp. business companies, complex
tailor-made services from the establishment of companies, legal consultancy in a day-to-day process of client’s activities, registration of
trademarks, patents, creation of agreement templates, contracts for individual cases, internal documents, representation in negotiation with
counterparties (including ADR), in front of courts and state bodies, debt collection. We provide careful and individual approach to our clients´
cases.
Senior Partner
JUDr. Anna Márová, Attorney-at-Law, graduated from the Faculty of Law of Charles University in 1983, 1984 she got JUDr. degree. She is a
Czech Bar Association member as of 1994. In 2009 she is graduating from LLM in Czech Business Law in the European Union in Nottingham
Trent University and B.I.B.S.,a.s. In her work she focuses on business, corporate, labor, and civil law, as well as ADR and collaborative law.
She provides legal assistance in Czech and English.
Address: Myslíkova 30, 120 00 Praha 2, Czech Republic
Tel: +42022517500
Email: amara@attorney.cz

Medical Assistance
Call Assistance 24
24/7/365 Automotive, Medical, Concierge, Teleassistance, Home, Legal, Relocations, Expatriates Assistance
24/7 MEDICAL TEAM – MEDICAL VISITS IN PRAGUE!
Thousands assistance cases opened annually!
Assistance provided since 1992!
FAST, RELIABLE, COST EFFECTIVE!
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Dear WIZZ Air travelers!
Welcome to the Czech Republic!
We believe your journey to our country will accomplish your expectations regarding sightseeing our beautiful capitol or stunning Czech
landscape wherever you will go either to spend your leisure time or to achieve a successful business goal!
We are here to protect and help you anytime in any cases of unexpected events which may happen to anybody and anytime! However, we are
here to assist you in all cases you should need whatever assistance service!
Should you need a doctor? Our experienced physician will reach you soon anywhere in Prague and will provide you with an excellent medical
service! Any follow-up medical care will be arranged with respect to your needs!
Call 24/7 WIZZ Assistance CZ: +420 2424 808 08
Send 24/7 WIZZ Email at: wizz@callassistance.cz
See 24/7 WIZZ Site www.callassistance.cz/wizz and fill the easy form. We will contact you right away and arrange an appropriate assistance
service!
Have a nice stay in the Czech Republic!
Address: V Jircharich 148/4, 110 00 Prague 1
Tel: +420 2424 808 08
Email: wizz@callassistance.cz
Web: www.callassistance.cz

Tax Consultants
NETAX
NETAX offers a completely new concept of an external accounting firm where clients have the ability to actively connect to their accounting
data and can also directly use it. This way they can control the documents and also see the actual results.
The scope of our services is very variable - from complete accounting processing and payroll, tax management and business administration up
to consulting on business plan preparation and controlling. We can propose monthly reports on financial data and KPI’s, and in cooperation
with client we will evaluate the performance of business plan with actual results and try to explain the differences.
Our advantages:

Innovation
Experienced team
Safety and security
Cost effectiveness

Our goal is to provide clients with the same or higher comfort as if they would have their internal accounts and to provide them with
up-to-date information. The system is designed so that the client does not need any software, just a regular internet connection through which a
VPN (Virtual Private Network) is set up and the connection is made. Of course, NETAX archives the processed data and assumes full
responsibility for them with regular back-up.
Address: Uruguayska 416/11
120 00 Praha 2
Tel: +420 724 868 207
Web: netax.com

Three Star
Hotel City Centre
We offer our guests 87 well-appointed rooms, each equipped with an electronic security lock system, shower, WC, Satellite TV and telephone
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line.
You may use the Wi-fi internet connection in the reception free of charge for our guests. Services such as exchange office, souvenir purchases,
tickets and sightseeing-tour reservations are available 24 hours daily at our reception desk. In addition we have a casino with dice and a bar in
tropical style. Supervised car park is available in the garage of the department store Palladium located on the opposite side of the hotel.
In addition the hotel has a casino with dice and a bar in tropical style and newly opened Thai massage

Address: Revolucní 4,
110 00 Prague 1
Prague
Czech Republic
Tel: (+420) 224 814 650
Email: hotel@city-centre.cz
Web: www.city-hotels-prague.cz
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